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Background: Midbrain dopamine neurons are well-known for 

precisely regulating cognition, reward, locomotion and arousal. An 

alternative and equally crucial locus of dopamine signalling is  

the hypothalamus where dopamine neurons populate a continuum  

of nuclei (A11, A12, A13, A14 and A15 groups) with their target-

selective and chronospecific output modulating food intake, prolactin 

secretion and the sleep  – wake cycle. Based on unique transcription 

factor constellations, we have recently suggested the existence of 

molecular domains for function determination amongst dopamine 

neurons using periventricular dopamine (A14) neurons that are wired 

into the circadian circuitry as an example. However, neither the 

anatomical nor the functional diversity of periventricular dopamine 

neurons is known in conjunction with the lack of precise behavioral 

correlates. 

Methods: Here, we subclassify A14 dopamine neurons by using a 

matrix of measures, including anterior  – posterior and dorso  – ventral 

positions, axonal projections, dendrite complexity and orientation, 

transcriptome complexity corrected for biophysical membrane 

properties, neurotransmitter and neuropeptide expression. 

Results: By viral circuit mapping we demonstrate that a subset  

of A14 dopamine neurons establish elaborate extrahypothalamic 

projections which function as a relay hub between suprachiasmatic 

circadian “clock” neurons and the lateral septum. This arrangement 

suggests a previously unknown role of A14 dopamine neurons in 

controlling sleep patterns by both exhibiting diurnal variation in 

neuropeptide sensitivity and correlated neurotransmitter output. 

Discussion: Cumulatively, our findings demonstrate how subclass 

diversity amongst hypothalamic dopamine neurons codes for hitherto 

unknown circuit designs that specify hypothalamic output. 
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